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Action No.  Page Change 

1.02 106 Remove “consider” change “developing” to develop. 

1.07 106 Revert back to CPAC recommendation: 
 
“Obtain funding for additional sea level rise exposure modeling 
incorporating local data, for six feet or more of sea level rise to use in vulnerability 
assessment of critical infrastructure and facilities.”  
 
Justification: This was a suggestion from a presentation entitled Planning for Coastal 
Hazards and Community Resilience in West Maui -Tara Owens/Brad Romine during 
CPAC.) 
 
Other strategies and needs: 

● Develop innovative and sustainable financing incentives to support adaptation 
to sea level rise. (Tools such as improvement districts and community facilities 
districts.) 

● Conduct detailed vulnerability assessments for existing critical infrastructure 
use 6 feet in plans for critical, low tolerance, long lived infrastructure. 

● Commission additional sea level rise exposure modeling for 6 feet or more of 
sea level rise to use in vulnerability assessment of critical infrastructure. 

1.33 112 Remove or replace with original CPAC language: 
 
“Study and implement other disposal means to strive to eliminate the use of 
underground 
injection control wells and transition from the use of wastewater injection control wells 
to 
appropriate environmentally sound methods of waste water disposal and promote 
beneficial use of wastewater effluent.” 

Add action 
item to Goal: 
2.5 Safe, 
healthy, 
livable 
communities 
for all. 

 NEW Action Item:  
“Require public shoreline access to be provided as a condition of any discretionary 
county permits, for properties that lie within the special management area or abut the 
shoreline.” 
 
Justification:  
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It compliments a related policy which does not currently have an accompanying action 
item: 
 
Policy 2.5.21 (page 57)  
“Support public and private efforts to inventory, evaluate and expand public shoreline 
access. Require shoreline access to currently privatized shoreline areas by gates and 
walls.” 
 
This action item would trigger any shoreline property which currently does not provide 
public access to develop it whenever they come in for any permit. Currently it is a 
discretionary decision by a CZM planner. 

3.09 124 Remove the last part of sentence “...unless low impact development strategies are 
implemented to prevent stormwater runoff.” -to mirror the amendment made to 2.3.2 
on page 40 

3.18 124 Add “...and/or develop offsite parking and shuttle service.” 

3.21 126 This same action item as drafted, is duplicated in 5.18 on page 132 
 
3.21 Should revert back to the original CPAC language belonging in this section 
related to culture: “Obtain funding, design, and build a community center that allows 
hula halau practices by various halau.” 

5.08 130 Revert to CPAC version: 
“Propose legislation to amortize the short term occupancy list and phase out short term 
rental use to make more housing units available for long-term occupancy. 

5.18 132 Obtain funding and design and build a new community center to augment the facility 
within the Lahaina Civic Center.” - Please explain the purpose and meaning of this 
action item.  

   




